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Aggressive1y eclectic
Communications in Transition: Issues
and Debates in Current Research
edited by Mary S. Mander. New
York: Praeger, 1983. 327 pages.
$33.95 (hard).
Thomas Pynchon’s dictum-“If they can
get you asking the wrong questions, they
don’t have to worry about the answers”concisely captures the dialectical thrust of
the sixteen essays in this collection. The
authors share the conviction that much of
the work undertaken within the established research conventions of communications studies asks the wrong questions,
questions skewed by the interests and priorities of media organizations. The purpose
of this volume is therefore essentially remedial: to ask “the right questions.”
The contributors do not assume that they
are more critically astute or prescient than
other researchers. Rather, they believe that
communications studies are currently undergoing a profound transition-a
sea
change or paradigmatic shift-that is making the right questions visible for the first
time. As Clifford Geertz has put it, “Something is happening to the way we think
about the way we think,” and that something is transdisciplinary and involves
genre shifting and genre mixing.
In this spirit, Mander’s anthology is deliberately, even aggressively, eclectic.
Some contributors embrace the established
predictive (causal) model for social science
explanation; others advocate descriptive or
interpretive modes of explanation. Narrative frames range from the conventional,
even turgidly, theoretical, to the spritely
and stylistically experimental. Topical and
thematic coverage is similarly diverse and,
almost without exception, the essays exhibit solid intellectual craftsmanship.
The book is divided into two parts. Part
one, “New Directions in Communications
Research,” opens with an introduction by
Carey that provides a brief overview of
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some of the current transitions in communications technology and theory. This section includes an essay affirming the historicity of communication studies (Mander);
a critical assessment of U.S. communications history as “captive history” skewed
by the professional ideology of journalism
(Marvin); a comprehensive review of the
cultural studies tradition and a proposal for
a new synthesis (Grossberg); a consideration of the political economy of the information age that calls for development of an
“integrated critical theory” (Wasko); a rhetorical analysis of the international appeal
to action in a Public Broadcasting Service
documentary on nuclear secrecy (Barton);
and a review of directions in recent rhetorical analysis, including the neo-Kantian social construction of reality perspective and
Habermas’s work on the decline of the
public sphere (Hauser).
Part two, “Emerging Issues and Debates
in the Social Sciences Tradition,” is introduced by Fisher, who presents an assessment of the competing ontological and
epistemological priorities of psychologism
and phenomenology. Other contributions
to this section include a mapping of the
metonymic and metaphoric movements of
conversing and storytelling that create the
social typologies making rationality and
social structure possible (Hawes); a critique of the ideology of intimacy and defense of a dialectical model of relational
communication (Rawlins); a proposal for
creating a unified perspective on group
decision-making process (Gouran and Hirokawa); a review of traditional deterministic and emergent perspectives for studying
group communication and a description of
the new directions being forged by generative and structurational theories (Poole); a
critique of research traditions within organizational communication that underscores
the managerial bias of these traditions and
establishes a warrant for pluralism with a
“critical bent” (Putnam and Cheney); a
practical guide to discovering organizational cultures using ethnomethodological in-
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dicators of organizational sense making
(O’Donnell-Trujillo and Pacanowsky); a
critique of established research on television and children with a proposal for a
research program focusing on children’s
cognitive processes and sense-making
strategies (Christenson); and a concluding
essay celebrating the promise of perspectives combining the insights of symbolic
interactionism, ethnomethodology, and
rules theory for research on mediated communications in families (Lindlof a n d
Traudt).
T h e resonance of these essays within
communications research will determine
whether their authors have asked the
“right questions.” In my judgment, most of
the essays pose useful questions-questions that can, in Carey’s words, “enlarge
the conversation about communications.”
They keep the promise to address the new
and emergent; as a result, many of the
questions are framed at a high level of
sophistication. Some, especially those addressing phenomenological issues, assume
that the reader has already had substantial
conversations within that discipline. In a

period of genre shifting, genre mixing, paradigm crafting, and paradigm grafting, srich
assumptions are risky. To enlarge the conversation about communications requires
removing the barriers that inhibit researchers schooled in other traditions from entering into dialogues on phenomenology, critical theory, Continental structuralism, and
the neo-Kantian perspectives on language
use. But some of these essays may reinforce the barriers. For example, Grossberg’s articulation of a “postmodern” perspective that locates signification “in the
context of power” is a brilliant display that
cuts a critical path through social pragniatism, cultural Marxism, the structural Marxism of Althusser, the structural psychoanalysis of Lacan, Derrida’s gramniatology,
Barthes’ poststructuralist response, Bourdieu’s theory of the social distribution of
cultural capital, the research prograin of
the Centre for Contemporary Cultiiral
Studies, and Baudrillard’s mirror of production thesis to a promising synthesis of
the insights of Foucault, Lyotard, and Deleuze and Guattari. But few readers will be
able to make the whole journey because
too many cognitive maps are conflated.
But some essays in defense ot‘ interpretive perspectives d o effectively bridge traditions. O’Donnell-Trujillo and Pacanowsky offer a lucid introduction to the
ethnomethodological approach to studying
organizational communication. They effectively display the uses of ethnomethodology in uncovering the semiotic of organizational culture and provide the reader
with an inventory of indicators of organizational sense making that will allow him or
her to begin doing ethnamethodological
analysis. Similarly, Rawlins presents a concise critique of the ideology of intimacy
and a reconceptualization of relational
communication. Reminiscent of Simmel’s
classic essay on sociability in terms of its
wisdom, sensitivity, and clarity, it nevertheless addresses very contemporary issues in the philosophy of communications,
such as the relationship of the dialectic of
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revealing and withholding to questions of
privacy, protection, deception, and bad
faith.
Some of the new directions outlined by
Mander and company remain problematic.
Christenson’s use of ethnomethods to decipher children’s readings of television is
thoughtful and effective. But, in my judgment, ethnomethodology is generally inappropriate for the study of mass communications because it can readily defocalize
issues of (external) control and slip a veneer of innocence over cynically crafted
formulas (programs)by casting them in the
role of natural languages. If this happens,
ethnomethodology will prove to be no
more than a new wine in the old bottle of
“effects” research. Similarly, the promise
of models of social behavior based upon
generative transformational linguistics will
prove counterfeit unless the components of
the “deep structure” and associated transformational rules can be specified.
If this volume offers few definitive road
maps for future research, it does demonstrate that ir, a period of genre shifting and
genre mixing, eclecticism is a useful mask,
one that can expand and energize the way
we communicate about the way we communicate.
SUE CURRY JANSEN

State University of New York at Brockport
and Empire State College

Within the mainstream
Movements and Messages: Media and
Radical Politics in Quebec b y Marc
Raboy, translated by D a v i d Homel.
Toronto: Between The Lines, 1984.
165 pages. $18.95 (hard), $7.95
(soft).
In Movements and Messages, Marc Raboy sets out to present a historical analysis
of the relationship between mass communications and the social and political movements that arose in Quebec during the
1960s and 1970s. His focus is set primarily
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on the “role and impact of alternative communications practices” (p. 15, emphasis in
original) in the development of forces and
groups opposed to the hegemony of capital
and the state. The analysis adopts an explicitly critical, libertarian socialist perspective; its target is not only the ideologically oppressive role of the dominant
institutional order and its communications
apparatus (what is called “mainstream”
media), but also the authoritarianism of
groups and organizations ostensibly opposed to this order. It is, in the author’s
words, a perspective that “seeks to break
with domination as well as exploitation”
(P. 17).
The terrain the book covers is broad and
richly textured. This was a period of upheaval in Quebec society at all levels from
the neighborhood to the national stage,
populated with a myriad of groups and
movements whose goals and interests
ranged from community improvement to
societal transformation along Marxist lines.
Adding to this, the mainstream media were
themselves experiencing change and conflict, with growing economic concentration
contributing to conflicts between managements and journalists over questions like
journalistic freedoms and editorial content-questions
that ramified upon struggles and conflicts outside. To handle this
wealth of subject matter, the book concentrates its attentions on Francophone political movements and primarily on the print
media. The account is presented more or
less along the lines of a chronology, but the
complex reticulations of events and developments preclude any simple linear narrative.
Raboy starts out with the growing criticism
of an opposition to the Quiet Revolution,
an attempt at top-down, centrist reformism
and the American-style modernization of
Quebec in the early 1960s. At this time,
opposition was centered on community activist groups and the growing movement
for political independence from the rest of
Canada. At neither level was there yet an
explicit concern with communications. Oppositional media tended to take the form of

